
District Update: January 27, 2023

Happy Birthday to: Mike Taylor on January 30
Ben Chaplin on January 31
Tyson Swanner on January 31

De Leon High School

“Every Day Is A Great Day To Be A Bearcat”

__________________________________________________________

E: 216

W: 94.38

YTD: 95.35

High School Debate Travels to Brock:

Varsity CX  Debate
Anna Rasberry and Jordyn Williams 3rd place

Novice CX Debate
Cagan Porter and Collin Reeves 4th place

Poetry Interpretation
Leah Winegeart 1st place
Cadence Duke 4th place

The debate team had a great showing for this UIL contest prep tournament. Every
De Leon student placed, and there were upwards of 15-20 schools at the competition.
Many of the schools were 3,4, or 5A as well which impacted the competitiveness of the
competition and helps highlight our student’s achievements.



Dublin Powerlifting Meet Results: January 21

Coaches Jessie Fanning, Brad Wisener, and Mason Stewart brought JV boys, Varsity
boys, and the girl’s team to Dublin's powerlifting meet in Dublin on January 21. The
results were as follows:

BOYS:
Second Place Finish Overall
Mario Pena 1st
Ruben Silva 1st
Joe Leal 1st
Adam Perez 2nd
Jamie Allegria 4th
Chazz Morganstean 4th
Lander Callison 5th
Connor Bostic 5th

GIRLS:
11th Place Finish Overall
Ema Price 5th Place
Tegan Moss 4th Place

Mr. Roemisch’s Classes:

This week in Biology, Mr. Roemisch’s
classes are working on genetics and
understanding how genes are passed
from parents to offspring. They are
using a "Dragon Genetics" lab with
popsicle sticks as chromosomes to
simulate the passing of traits to their
"new" baby Dragons!



In Human Anatomy, the students are completing their Human Skeleton unit by taking a
skeleton lab practical. After that, they will have class lectures/discussions over the types
of breaks and healing in bones.

In Health Science, students are working on health careers as well as the paperwork used
in healthcare e.g. Patient forms, resumes, filing records, digital records, etc.

Mrs. Schultz’s Class:

In Algebra II students have been writing quadratic
functions when given certain characteristics of the graph of
a quadratic. They have learned to write quadratics in vertex
form when given a vertex and one extra point, factored
form when given roots and one extra point, and how to
convert from one form of the quadratic to another. This
week students will also learn how to write a quadratic
function in standard form when given three points. Later,
students will begin solving quadratic equations,
additionally, they will review the Real Number System and its properties as well as
operations within the Real Number System. During this review, students will learn that
the Real Number System has no solution that falls within the set of Real Numbers; thus,
they will be introduced to the Complex Number System and the Imaginary Number, “i.”
Students will be applying the same properties and operations of the Real Number System
to the Complex Number System in preparation for utilizing several methods for solving
polynomial equations.

In the first semester of Independent Studies in Mathematics students study mathematics
objectives in preparation for college entrance exams (i.e., TSI, ACT, and SAT). In the
second semester, students who are not yet TSI-ready will work within the Texas College
Bridge program. In Texas College Bridge, students take online college preparatory
courses to help strengthen their math skills prior to enrolling in college, thereby, setting
them on a path to postsecondary success. Texas College Bridge courses are personalized,
allowing students to focus on skills they need and skip those they have already mastered,
with teacher support along the way. Students who complete Texas College Bridge prior
to graduation can earn a TSI exemption at more than 80 partnering colleges and
universities across Texas.



In Physics students have been studying
momentum, impulse, elastic and inelastic
collisions, and the conservation of momentum.
They have learned that, in a closed system, the
sum of the momentum of the objects before a
collision is equal to the sum of the momentum of
the objects after a collision. This relationship is
known as the Law of Conservation of Momentum.
With this information, students have been able to

find the velocity or mass of an object before it has undergone an elastic collision as well
as discover what happens to the velocity of two objects when undergoing an inelastic
collision (a collision in which two objects are stuck together). Recently, students have
begun using their knowledge of potential and kinetic energy to investigate the Law of
Conservation of Energy by completing a virtual lab which helps them visualize kinetic,
potential, and thermal energy at a skate park. From this lab, students will be able to
build, explain, and justify the Law of Conservation of Energy which will then be used to
introduce the concept of work in our subsequent lesson.

In college Trigonometry, students began their course of study by reviewing the
characteristics of special right triangles (30-60- 90 degree and 45-45-90 degree). Using
these triangles the class was able to compute angle measures and lengths of sides using
the trigonometric functions: sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, cosecant, and secant. With
these triangles and the function values, students will be creating a unit circle (a circle
with a radius of 1 unit) which serves as a basis of the remainder of their trigonometry
course. For example, students will be utilizing the circumference of the unit circle () to
investigate the measure of a central angle and its relationship to the length of an arc
created by the radii forming a given central angle. From this students will determine a
method for converting the measure of a central angle in degrees to the measure of the arc
length in radians and apply this in many applications of radian measure. Students will
also be using their prior knowledge (from Algebra II and College Algebra) of
transformations of functions (horizontal and vertical shifts, horizontal and vertical
stretches and compressions, and reflections) to analyze these effects on the graphs of the
trig functions - sine, cosine, tangent, cotangent, cosecant, and secant.



Weekly Attendance 94.40%
154 students

You are somebody. You were somebody when you came, you’ll be a better somebody
when you leave. You are powerful, you are strong, and you deserve the education you

get at Perkins Middle School. You have things to do, places to go, and people to
impress. So, let’s remember to work hard, be kind, and make it a great day. The choice

is yours.

6th Grade

Science--We have been working on
chemical and physical properties and
changes. Students have had to
determine what type of changes
were happening by using images and
other questions. They worked with a
partner to decipher the difference
between each and then had to use
their answers for a color by number
reaction. Last Friday we completed
two labs focusing on physical and

then chemical reactions. Students really enjoyed this and loved when the
cups of epsom salt reacted and the temperature changed to cold! We are
looking forward to our next lab!

Mrs. Stovall



7th grade

In Language Arts this week, seventh graders have been working on improving their written responses

to text-based prompts. Students first learned how to write a thesis statement, and then they practiced

providing text evidence to support it. They also had to come up with thinking statements by making

inferences about the text. We have also been practicing summarizing. Students worked with a partner

to write a summary for a short film that we watched together. Then, the students presented their

summaries to the class, and together we provided constructive feedback, as needed.

Mrs. Swanner

8th grade



This week in 8th grade science, students worked as a
team to complete an Escape Room. They solved
puzzles related to moon phases, seasons, and tides.

Mrs. Williams

Life Skills/G.T.

Mrs. Faulkner’s classes “are winning the R.A.C.E” with written response skills! They have been
busy sharpening their writing skills using catchy acronyms to help retain key concepts. We are
currently using R.A.C.E. (Reinstate, Answer, Cite and Explain) to help guide open ended
questions.

In GT groups, 6th grade is learning about Myplate.org and working on their family nutritional
intake. Students viewed a brief but informative video on how much sugar is in our hydration
drinks (they were all shocked)!

“Hurricanes! Tornados! Tsunamis!, Oh My!” GT students in 7th grade are researching natural
disasters while collecting data, reviewing scientific method and science lab safety. Our
students are looking forward to the upcoming lab projects in the next few weeks!
“We don’t own the planet Earth, we belong to it. And we must share it with our wildlife.” – Steve
Irwin

8th grade GT students are navigating different endangered species by researching specific
threats and learning how powerful conservation is to our future. Students are quickly
understanding how much of a mark humankind puts on our wildlife.



De Leon Elementary
Celebrating Sweet Success

Attendance:
Weekly: HS/PK 86.90%    K-5 94.13%
Yearly:  HS/PK 92.90%    K-5 96.00%

Total in membership: 355

Pre-K 3’s

This week is all about SIMPLE MACHINES and MEASURING! We have talked about all sorts

of tools that make our jobs easier.  We have also made catapults, ramps and used our

shovels to dig for treasures!  We even used nonstandard measurements to measure our

shoe lengths and graph our results!

We have continued to talk about beginning sounds and alliteration.

The students are learning how to ask and answer questions with their classmates and

share the answers with the group.  We have some pretty interesting discussions during

this time!



Pre-K 4’s

This week has been all about “TOOLS” and “MEASUREMENT”!  We’ve practiced

identifying alliteration and three end of sentence punctuations.  We then practiced

building and writing sentences using our different punctuations.  We learned about and

explored simple machines, levers, wheels and axles, inclined planes and wedges.  We used

ten-frames to count and measured with nonstandard and standard units.

Flying paper airplanes and measuring distance traveled was HUGE FUN!!!

We are continuously working to build our writing, math and reading skills!

WE LOVE LEARNING TOGETHER AND HAVE ENJOYED THIS FULL WEEK!!!



Hea� Sta��

This week in head start we are discussing Tools! We discussed all different types of tools,
from writing tools to cooking tools to tools you would see in a tool box. In small groups we

colored pictures of hammers, screwdrivers and tape measures and in our art center we
made tool boxes out of construction paper and glued our tools in them. The highlight of

the kids week was Mrs. Hamm taught us to make homemade butter in the classroom! The
kids are going to be super excited to find out they are also going to be making pancakes
for breakfast Friday morning to eat with their homemade butter! And, next week we will

have even bigger surprises for them!

Kindergarten

This has been a great week in kindergarten!  In reading, students continued with

retelling and sequencing events in a story.  They have shown so much growth in

this area over the last several weeks.  In writing, students began research on

penguins and made a class chart about what they would need if they traveled to

Antarctica. After researching, they made a circle map by brainstorming many

facts they had learned about penguins and then as a class, began a rough draft on

writing about penguins. In science this week, students learned about different

types of bodies of water, as well as uses of water.  They made predictions about

whether or not items would sink or float, then tested their hypothesis.



1st Grade

In first grade we have had a successful week.  In math we learned about fact families.

The students worked with their shoulder partners to make a fact family.  Their favorite

thing was playing Blooket to match a fact with it’s family.  We finished off the week in

math learning to add three numbers together.  We read Hooray for Holidays in reading

and worked on creating mental images in our head to help us understand what we are

reading.  The kids are working hard to become fluent readers.  In science we continued

to learn about the three states of matter.  They learned to describe characteristics of

the Earth in social studies.  In groups they described different landforms and bodies of

water.

2nd Grade

In second grade we have had a productive week. We have been

learning about  biographies and autobiographies. We read a

biography about Wilma Rudolph, students were able to sequence

the story and list facts. We have also been focusing on reading

passages and finding the text evidence. The students have

surprised themselves by being able

to underline the information that

supports their answer. Math has

been exciting for the students. We

are finishing up our money unit. The students  used coins to

find the total amounts and really enjoyed racing to see what

group came up with the correct amount first. In social

studies students are learning about maps and globes. The

students were really excited to look at a globe and locate the

United States.



3rd Grade

In third grade we are continuing to work on restating the question in both reading and

language arts. Students are using the RACES method to respond with shortened

constructed responses where they first restate and answer the question, cite text

evidence, prove their answer with evidence from the passage, and sum it up. We have

started typing our responses as well. In science, we have traveled from the sun to

Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. We will continue learning with Uranus

and Neptune next week. This week we started poetry and figurative language. We have

learned about alliteration, onomatopoeias, metaphors, and similes. The kids enjoyed

making alliterations using their own names.  In math we have been working on

comparing fractions.

4th Grade
In Mrs. Dyson’s class we are reading a class book called A

Paradise Called Texas. Also in social studies the students are

learning about the early settlers. In Mrs. Liverman’s class the

students are learning more about transition words. While in Mrs.

Locke’s class students are learning

customary and metric measurements.

Students also did a couple of worksheets about the

measurements.Today in Mrs. Locke’s class students took a tfar test

about metric and customary units. Students also took a science

test about their vocabulary words. In Mrs Locke’s class students

took a test about customary and metrics measurement . While in

Mrs Dyson’s class students finished the book A Paradise Called Texas. Also students in Mrs.



Dyson’s class took a test about explorers and their amazing journeys. They also took a TFAR test

about a poem that had five questions. In Mrs. Liverman’s class students took a test about their

spelling words. They also finished their Texas passages they did yesterday.

5th Grade

Whew!! We made it through the first full week of school since Christmas break!  It was

great to be back on schedule for a complete week of learning! Fifth grade finished adding

and subtracting fractions and moved to multiplying fractions.  Students definitely thought

multiplying was easier! We also tackled a skill beyond fifth grade where we multiplied two

mixed numbers.  This is seen on the MAPS test and now students are more confident

they can handle it. We finished the week working in cooperative groups applying newly

learned skills to multi-step problems and HOT questions.

Enrichment

The first grade Enrichment class has been reading a passage about the Solar System this

week, and is practicing proving answers to questions with text evidence.  Second grade

students have been reading a passage about Burmese Pythons Invading the Everglades,

and they are practicing answering short-ended questions.  Third grade read a passage

about black-tailed prairie dogs and answered short ended questions restating the

question and citing text evidence in the answer.  Fourth grade has been working on

converting within the Customary System.  Fifth grade has been working on real-world

math and have learned how to calculate a sale price when given a discount and how to

figure sales tax and a final total.


